The Higher Consciousness Crystalline Stone Grid
We consider this a specialty grid. The stones shown are exactly the stones you will receive. We wanted to put
together a smack-your-fanny, expand your consciousness, whack you out into another dimension kind of grid.
We actually had this grid in a workshop that Christopher and I facilitated called “Getting Stoned: Achieving
Higher States of Consciousness with Your Stones”. It was our most popular workshop so far this year! This grid
would be perfect for meditation events or energy work activities that are intended to activate the Lightbody, or to
do any higher vibrational activations or attunements.
The Stones Included:
Scolecite
Placement: Solid Large Circle in the Center
Scolecite is an extremely high vibrational stone that can almost immediately shift you from ordinary states of
awareness to a sensation of being lifted from your body and into a state of peace. It feels and reminds me of
selenite, if the selenite energy and vibration were amplified about 10 times more. It is a member of the zeolite
family and its name means “worm” because when it is tested chemically, it takes on the form of a little worm.
Rose Quartz
Placement: Triangles
Rose Quartz has long been considered a stone that illuminates the heart, soothes a restless spirit, and nurtures
the soul. It is said to help us embrace love in all its many forms, such as maternal, brotherly or humanitarian, as
well as passionate. It is connected directly with the heart and emotional body and assists in gentle shifts toward
more loving states, such as forgiveness, nurturing, comfort, and bonding. It is often associated with nurturing
and compassionate aspects of the Divine Feminine, and specifically with Mother Mary.
Moldavite (6.1 grams total)
Placement: Stars
Moldavite is a tektite that was created by a meteor impact over 15 million years ago. It has since been revered
by ancient peoples, royalty, and shamans as a powerful amulet connecting the Heavens and the Earth. It is said
to assist those who are star born to reconnect with their point of origin and to activate those of us still
slumbering. Moldavite is one of the highest vibrational stones with which you can work and its presence in your
life tends to usher in periods of rapid growth and shifting.

Azurite
Placement: Open Circles
Azurite is one of the most potent 3rd Eye activators. Edgar Cayce recommended the use of Azurite in meditation
to enhance and open clairvoyant skills. It bumps interdimensional communication up several notches and
assists to move your intuitive receptivity into as productive of a spot as you can manage at your current level of
awareness.
Herkimer Diamond
Placement: Solid Small Dot
Herkimer Diamonds are a type of naturally faceted, double terminated quartz crystal from Herkimer County, New
York. They are exceptionally clear and sparkly and come in a variety of sizes. They are particularly useful tools
for connecting and modulating the energies between two or more different people, or to make higher vibrational
energies more useful at this level. This makes them very useful for long distance healing work of any kind. This
modulation property allows them to be useful “attuners” for helping a person adjust to new people, places, or
energetic states of being. The Herkimers are also well known for being excellent meditation and sleep crystals.
They are also protective as they form in a type of sacred space inside a pocket of host rockt, or vug, which
symbolizes being in a protective cocoon with no outside needs or interactions.
Petalite (27.3 grams total)
Placement: Squares
Petalite is a lithium bearing rock that is clear to slightly pink. It often grows with other lithium bearing minerals,
such as lepidolite, tourmaline, and kunzite. Like all lithium bearing minerals, it has an extremely peaceful and
softening effect on consciousness. It is used to alleviate stress and to initiate deep states of relaxation. It is
quite useful during periods of rapid shifts or crisis of any kind. It has a weaving effect between the mental,
intuitive, and emotional energy centers. It can be used to bring white light into the heart center, which makes it
an excellent emotional wound healer for either present or past life issues. The vibration is what I would consider
“high light”, which makes it quite expansive.
Angelite
Placement: Sold Circles
Angelite is like powdery blue angel ice cream. It is the soft feel of a wing that leaves a breeze on your cheek.
Angelite is an anchor for angelic consciousness on this planet. It comes from Peru, where many other angel
flavored stones originate. Each nodule forms as a unique and independent being and looks somewhat like a
pod or cocoon. It assists in connecting to the energies of the angelic realm which provide for a supported
interface with your Angelic Guides.
Recommended Grid Placement
This is a specialty work grid that you might not want out and running all the time. It is intentionally very
expansive and ungrounding, which wouldn't be appropriate for a continually running grid in spaces where normal
life tasks are necessary to do as well. It could be left up and running in a dedicated meditation space, so long as
the energy field didn't spill over into other more mundane spaces in the environment. You could use this grid
under a chair during Reiki attunements or to do very expansive meditation sessions as well.
This is an archived grid that was a one of a kind. It has since sold, but I thought some of you might enjoy seeing
it anyway for inspiration.
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